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Lanthanides can be used as dopants in important lumi-
nescent materials directed towards photonic applications 
including tunable lasers, light emitting diodes (LEDs), 
low energy scintillators, and optical storage [Rocha et al., 
2011]. Microporous materials continue to attract interest 
because of their physical and chemical properties, such as 
in catalysis, separations, and ion exchange [Kowalchuk 
et al., 2008]. Combining both the catalytic and optical 
properties mentioned above motivates the study of hybrid 
lanthanide microporous materials. These hybrids include 
zeolites doped with lanthanides via ion exchange, lantha-
nide complexes linked by organic ligands, mixed organic/
inorganic open frameworks, and novel lanthanide silicates 
[Rocha, Carlos, 2003]. The latter is unique because these 
compounds are formed from anionic silicate assemblies 
of different dimensionalities and rare-earth cations in 
octahedral (or pentahedral) coordination environments 
[Figueiredo et al., 2016]. Most of them are characterized 
by framework structures and are heteropolyhedral analogs 
of “classical” zeolites. These zeolite-like materials have 
been researched extensively for over 20 years [Ananias 
et al., 2004], and with the advent of nanotechnology 
spurring research of microporous materials [Rocha, 
Anderson, 2000], work is now focused on incorporating 
lanthanides into heteropolyhedral-zeolite materials due 
to their optical properties [Rainho et al., 2002].

Two novel isostructural compounds containing ce-
rium and erbium that have heteropolyhedral framework 
structures have been synthesized and characterized 
[Aksenov et al., 2019].

The hydrothermal syntheses were performed using 
203.0 mL stainless steel vessels. These vessels were 
equipped with 86.0 mL copper inserts filled with ox-
ide mixtures and KOH solution using the following 
SiO2:Al2O3:Ln2O3:K2O:H2O (Ln = Ce, Er) molar ratio = 
0.21:0.02:0.03:0.14:2.56. The syntheses were carried out 
at 500°C and 1000 atm for 45 days, followed by cooling.

The single-crystal X-ray data were collected at 
room temperature on a Xcalibur Oxford Diffraction 
diffractometer. The triclinic unit cell parameters of 
K7[Ce3(Si12O32)]·2H2O (1) and K7[Er3(Si12O32)]·2H2O (2), 
respectively, are as follows: a = 6.9833(2), 6.8334(3) Å, 

b = 11.4171(3), 11.4474(3) Å, c = 11.6988(4), 11.4792(3 Å, 
α = 87.632(2), 88.501(2)°, β = 87.546(3), 89.086(3)°, 
γ = 78.732(2), 79.711(3)°; V=913.40(5), 883.16(5) Å3, space 
group P-1. Structural models were refined to R = 6.52 
and 4.74%, respectively [Aksenov et al., 2019].

The crystal structures are similar to reported com-
pounds with the general formula K7+x[Ln3(Si12O32)]Øx·nH2O 
and are based on (Si12O32) layers of silicate tetrahedra 
that are one tetrahedron wide linked by LnO6 octahedra 
and Ln2O10 dimers of octahedra into a heteropolyhedral 
framework. The structures contain two systems of parallel 
channels along [100] that contain potassium cations and 
water molecules. Channel I is delimited by eight-mem-
bered rings of SiO4 tetrahedra with an effective channel 
width (e.c.w.) of ~ 3.46×4.16 Å for 1 and 3.29×4.16 Å 
for 2. Channel II is delimited by a six-membered silicate 
ring of with e.c.w. of ~ 1.18×3.37 Å for 1 and 1.31×3.13 Å 
for 2. (Fig. 1) Both channels are occupied by K atoms 
(Channel I: K4, Channel II: K3 (1), K5 (2)). Channel I 
contains water molecules (for 1: Ow1-4, 2: Ow1,2). 

Following the rules developed for the description 
of ordered microporous and mesoporous materials 
with inorganic hosts approved by International Zeolite 
Association, the crystal chemical formula is written in the 
following order: |guest composition| [host composition] 
h{dimensionality of the host Dh} p{dimensionality of the 
pore system Dp – shape of the pore ni

mi – direction of 
the channel [uvw]} (symmetry) [McCusker et al., 2001]. 
Consequently, the general crystal chemical formula of the 
studied compounds and related materials can be written 
as follows (Z=1):
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indicating that (1) the guests are K+, water molecules and 
additional monovalent Ø- anions (where Ø = OH-, F-, 
and Cl-; x = 0-2, n = 0-4, and n + x < 4) and (2) the 3D 
host structure consists of two different unidimensional 
channels (both extending along [100]) with the topologies  
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Fig. 1. General view of the heteropolyhedral framework  
of compounds 1 and 2 (a) with ball and stick representations 

of Channel I and II (b). Silicon atoms are yellow spheres 
and oxygen atoms are red spheres

Fig. 2. 3D cation net showing linkages between Ln (pink) 
and Si atoms (yellow) (a) and the three types of tilings that 

form this net in the structure of 1 and 2. Blue and pink 
shading on the tilings represents identical faces

Table 1. Comparative data for the compound 1, ASV, IRN, and AWW type frameworks

Parameter
Compound (type of framework)

1 ASV IRN AWW

Unit cell parameters 
(Å, °)

a=6.983; α=87.632;
b=11.417; β=87.546;
c=11.699; γ=78.732

a=8.674
b=8.674
c=13.919

a=19.641
b=18.457
c=16.566

a=13.634
b=13.634
c=7.627

Volume (Å3) 913.40 1047.2 6005.4 1417.8
Space group P-1 P4/mcc Immm P4/nmm
FD [(M+T)/1000 Å3] 16.42 19.1 15.3 16.9

ecwmax (Å) 1.31×3.13
3.46×4.16 4.1×4.1 3.643.4×4.8 3.9×3.9

Natural tiles [46][34.43.63]2
[34.48.68.82]

[46][42.64][64.122]
[44.64.122]

[46][44.54.63][48.64.74]
[48.54.68.72.81.101] [46.64][48.68.82]

CBUs d4r-6T+2M (cub) d4r (t-cub),
lau (t-lau) d4r (t-cub) aww (t-aww ),

clo (t-rpa )
v (atoms) 47 70 138 228
IG (bits/atom) 4.576 2.672 4.543 4.079

IG, total (bits/unit cell) 215.066 187.050 626.976 929.899
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[34 88/2] [8-membered ring (8R) pore opening] and [348262/2] 
[6-membered ring (6R) pore opening], respectively.

Topological analysis of the framework of the com-
pounds under study was performed using the ToposPro 
software [Blatov et al., 2014] and is characterized by the 
following tile (the smallest polyhedral cationic clusters, 
formed both by tetrahedral (T) and octahedral (M) cations) 
sequence: [46][34.43.63]2[3

4.48.68.82] (Fig. 2), where the 
base number describes the ring size, and the superscript 
denotes how many rings construct the polygonal tiling. 
The composite building unit (CBU) is represented by 
d4r-6T+2M (cub), which is similar to the d4r-8T (t-cub) 
type of CBU in zeolites. Topology of the heteropolyhedral 
framework of 1 and 2 partly relates with the topologies 
of the ASV [Li, Yaghi, 1998] and IRN-type [Hernández-
Rodríguez et al., 2012] frameworks. Their frameworks 
are based on similar CBUs, which are formed only by 
tetrahedral cations (d4r-8T) (Fig. 2) and characterized by 
one-dimensional channel systems. Compounds 1 and 2 
are also related to the AWW-type framework [Yan et al., 
2013]. Although there are no exact matches between their 
tilings, AWW is characterized by a very similar tiling, 
[48.68.82] clo (t-rpa), lacking only the 4 triangle faces. This 
tile, like in 1 and 2, forms 8-membered ring channels. The 
comparative data for the frameworks are given in Table 1.

The calculated structural complexity parameters 
[Krivovichev, 2014] for the frameworks (excluding dis-
ordered extra-framework K-atoms and water molecules) 
of 1 and 2 as well as for all isostructural compounds are 
v = 47 atoms, IG=4.576 bits/atom, and IG,total =215.066 
bits/ unit cell. The framework density (FD) depends on 
the ionic radii of the selected lanthanide cation and var-
ies from 16.42 (for Ce) to 17.31 (for Y) (M+T)/1000 Å3.

There is limited data concerning potassium Ce- and 
Er-containing silicates in the literature; there are only two 
cerium compounds (K2Ce(AlSi4O12) [Aksenov et al., 2013] 
and K2Ce(Si6O15) [Karpov et al., 1977]), and three erbium 
(K3Er(Si2O7) [Vidican et al., 2003], K3Er[Si3O8(OH)2] 
[Ananias et al., 2004], and K3Er(SiO3)3 [Wierzbicka-
Wieczorek et al., 2010]) inorganic compounds.

All the potassium REE-silicates are distributed be-
tween ortho-, cyclo-, chain-, ribbon-, layered-, tubular-, or 
framework-type silicate groups. Ortho-silicates containing 
lanthanides are the most common structural type with 
twenty-one compounds, while cyclo- and framework 
silicates contain the least number of compounds, with two 
in each group. Er-containing silicates appear only in the 
ortho- and chain- groups, while Ce-containing compounds 
are only present in the layered- and framework-type 
groups. Of the twenty-four compounds listed, most of 
them are characterized by heteropolyhedral frameworks 
formed by silicate anions and lanthanide cations. Only 

three families of compounds (six compounds total) are 
characterized by the heteropolyhedral layered structures.

Most of the reported compounds are isostructur-
al, where the main difference is the type of lantha-
nide cation. The largest group of isostructural com-
pounds are a layered-silicate type with general formula  
K7+x[Ln3(Si12O32)]Øx·nH2O, of which two new compounds 
have been added from this work. Such crystal chemical 
comparison provides a guide for further research of these 
compounds.
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